the crystals formed would give pictures of diagnostic value. It is well known that the crystal picture is dependent upon the extraneous conditions under which it is formed. Rapid dehydration gives small crystals, slow dehydration produces large crystals. A solution of a single pure crystalline substance will, by crystallization under certain conditions, yield a characteristic crystalform. If several crystalloids are mixed together in the same solution, the crystallization will produce crystal aggregates. If, further, organic and colloidal substances are added, the crystal aggregates become very complicated. The laws governing these aggregate formations are still unrevealed.
The spinal fluid is clear and weakly alkaline, with pH about 7-5 and with specific gravity about . It contains a few cells and a small part of colloidal substances in the form of protein, sugar and some other organic ingredients. It is thought that the colloidal substances and the cells originate from the perivascular lymph-ducts in the central nervous system. In proportion to the organic, inorganic substances are present in overwhelming amount. Of the inorganic salts, sodium chloride forms the principal part, but other salts of K, Na, Ca are also found.
Normal fluid has the following composition (Demme, Die Liquordiagnostik, 1935, p. December, 1933. The purpose of these investigations is to show that it is possible at the present stage of our knowledge to distinguish 'normal' spinal fluid from typical paralysis fluid, and, further, that the crystal-formations change during malaria treatment and remission. In the present publication I show the pictures of normal fluid crystals alongside of paralysis fluid crystals in order to demonstrate the difference as distinctly as possible. It may at first prove difficult to classify these pictures, but gradually all that is typical in them will emerge clearly. My further plan is to investigate whether Fig. 19 ).
described above are pathognomonic in respect of general paralysis, but they certainly seem of such a typical character that they will prove to be of diagnostic value.
During malaria treatment of paralysis the crystal picture changes. In the same manner as the fluid alters during malaria treatment, a change in rv4, FIG. 21 . General paralysis (before malaria treatment).
(before malariatreatment). the crystal picture is observed in a normal direction. The more complete the remission is, the more normal the crystal picture becomes. The needleforms become simpler and the angles straight. It is very often seen that the crystal needles arrange themselves in straight, usually parallel rows, looking like spear-point upon spear-point (figs. 26, 27C). As an example of the influence of malaria treatment on crystal formations, reference is made to fig. 18 (mainly right-angled rosette shape), fig. 19 (prior to) and fig. 20 (aftertreatment; same patient); the same for figs. 21 and 22, 23 and 24. Fig. 27 shows the crystal picture prior to, immediately after, and four months after, a successful cure. Fig. 26 shows a picture of the fluid taken for control a lengthy period after treatment, and fig. 28 
